creating citizens for the future: compassionate, curious and strong.
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Dear Parents and Carers,
We have so much to be proud of here at Tarneit Rise Primary School. What a fantastic year we have had with
all of our new learning both remote and onsite. We have built a stronger and kinder community. As we
continue to grow, we continue to welcome many new staff to Tarneit Rise Primary and are excited to
introduce our 2021 professional learning teams:
Prep PLC
PA Jacquie Franzoni
PB Ashlee DiMartino
PC Grant Dew
PD Teigan McNeill
PE Taleisha McCalman
PF Tamara Hansen
PG Jodie Rickerby
PH Amy Jones
PI Yasemine Armstrong
PJ Laura Madigan
PK Adelle Grigsby
PL Jake Sewell
PM Alex Cook
PN Brooke Hegarty
PO Hannah Piacentini
PP Maggie Ryan
Grade 1 PLC
1A Stephanie Brigandi
1B Trillian Ralston
1C Amity Pope & Tina
Agius
1D Paris Enever
1E Shannon Briscoe
1F Amy Foot
1G Maddison Lin
1H Chelsea Chamings
1I Madison Howlett
1J Casey Marando
1K Jess Cox
1L Juliette Tardif
1M Maddie Brandt
1N Jessica Vernon
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Grade 2 PLC
2A Liana Agathangelou
2B TBA
2C Matthew Tivendale
2D TBA
2E Elizabeth Anastasi
2F Tess Rice
2G My-Lee Dinh
2H Krystal Brocklesby
2I Hannah Morley
2J Nikita Nikita
2K Monica Ghattas
2L Jessica Todio
Grade 3 PLC
3A Leah Stephan
3B Ken Igba
3C Cass Elorza
3D Lanie de Castro
3E Chloe Baiano
3F Kathleen Julian
3G Kathy Aliste
3H Anjali Sharma
3I Leah Mackie
Grade 4 PLC
4A Claire Bennington
4B Jessica Bennet
4C Anthony Heffernan
4D Phyllis Fernandez
4E Leonie Hegarty

Grade 5/6 PLC
5/6A Justin Perryman
5/6B Kym Willis
5/6C Christian Garcia
5/6D Natalie Wennell
5/6E Teyha Robertson
5/6F Samara Abbas
5/6G Joana Sestokas
5/6H Rebecca Smith
Specialist PLC
Kain Wilson (PE)
Mitch Marley (PE)
Dain Firman (PE)
Kerri Popczyk (Art)
Victoria Andrew
(Performing Arts)
Rowena Ostyn (Art)
Max Barker (Perf Arts)
Jianru Ma (French)
Marina Bestawrose
(French)
Irena Fitzsimon (French)
Carmen Barnes (STEM)
Mel Gunsan (STEM)
Haslinda Gould (STEM)
Jessica Jehu (STEM)

We would like to wish a farewell to Amanda Willcocks, Renee Glanville, Tom Nguyen, Anna Koehne, Pawan
Bhullar as they leave us at the end of this year. We thank them for their dedication and the teaching they gave
to our children this year and wish them all the best for their next endeavour.
It certainly has been a big year for our school, we have continued to grow and develop our infrastructure,
gardens and playgrounds. We are optimistic that next year all of our new buildings will be in place for our
children as we continue to grow our enrolments. We sincerely thank our families and children for working so
closely with us and for showing flexibility and patience this year. We are so incredibly lucky that we get to
come to work each day, surrounded by great kids, supportive families and talented, enthusiastic staff.
This week we will invite our 2021 preps in for their transition. We cannot wait to have them join us next year!
Our current students will get to spend some time in their new grades with their new teacher and class mates
on Wednesday next week.
This Thursday we get to celebrate the educational journey (so far) of our grade 6 students at the Grade Six
Graduation ceremony. We would sincerely like to thank all of our grade 6 students and their families for being
part of the Tarneit Rise story. We would like to thank the staff, volunteers and to our grade 6 teachers for
working so hard organising the graduation night.
Students from all the PLCs are unable to participate in special end of year excursions/incursions but we will still
be celebrating their wonderful achievements over the year. We have our final assembly for 2020 this Friday
morning at 9.00am with our whole school and staff where we will be presenting the school captain and
vice-captain and the house captain badges to our new 2021 student leaders. Our whole student leadership
group have worked so hard this year, not just for our school, but for our whole community. We look forward to
continuing with, and building on this, next year.
Please remember school finishes at 1.30pm Friday December 18th.
We wish everyone a safe and relaxing holiday break.
Nadia, Sarah, Missy and Tarneit Rise Staff
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School photos
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All children in grades 1-6 begin school on Friday January 29th.
All Prep students in 2021 will be required to attend a 1-1 literacy and numeracy assessment either on Friday
January 29th Monday February 1st Tuesday February 2nd and Wednesday February 3rd. These assessments will
help the teachers identify the individual learning needs of each child, ensuring effective and targeted teaching
from the very beginning of the school year.
Preps do not attend school on Wednesdays during February. Preps begin full time on Monday 1st March 2021.
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Celebrations from the year
The foundation teachers are so very proud of all the achievements the foundation students have made this
year. We have had interruptions to onsite learning where remote learning occurred in Term 1 and for the
duration of Term 3. Despite this, the students continued to show our school value of growth to reach and
achieve each of their learning goals and for that, we couldn’t be more proud.
During remote learning, the foundation students celebrated their 100 days of school through WeBex with
their teachers and peers during a whole class conference. The teachers loved seeing each student dress up
as if they were 100 years old! The students continued this special celebration at home by completing
activities from Google Classroom and sharing their wonderful achievements with their families.
Once we returned to onsite learning, the foundation students celebrated with a Pyjama Day dress up to
celebrate returning to school. The students often share memories about this day as it was the first time they
got to see their friends and feel part of a classroom again with their teachers ON SITE! The special memories
and celebrations continued on site with Pizza Day and dress up day for Halloween.
Reading and writing achievements:
The foundation students have been taught to use comprehension strategies this term such as Visualising,
Critiquing and Inferring during reading. Throughout teaching these concepts, teachers have seen students
develop their listening comprehension which has led to amazing achievements in reading. WELL DONE
PREPS!
This term during writing, students have continued to learning new concepts and spelling patterns during
MSL. They have also been learning to write rich and detailed recounts that include a beginning, events in
order and a personal comment. We have seen such amazing and detailed pieces of writing during this unit.
We couldn’t be more proud of all the reading and writing achievements this term!
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During these last few weeks of the year, classes are reflecting on all their amazing achievements by looking
at work they completed at the beginning of the year till now. Students have been able to identify all the
amazing things they can now do within their learning that they couldn’t do at the beginning of the year.
Thanks for an amazing year, good luck to all of our children heading to grade 1 next year.

PLC prep
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Wow! We have somehow already reached the end of Term 4 and what a year it has been!
Although the 2020 school year was far from what we all expected, the Grade 1 team are beyond proud of the
resilience, flexibility and positivity that each and every student has shown throughout the school year. We
are also very grateful to our Grade 1 families for the ongoing support to students during the Remote Learning
periods in Term 2 and 3. For our last newsletter this year, we would like to highlight some of our
achievements and celebrations in 2020, both in our classrooms and through remote learning.
In Reading, we have explored the structure of different text types and the author’s purpose for writing them.
We also built on our comprehension strategies such as making predictions, summarising and retelling,
making connections (text to self / text to text), making inferences and synthesising. Our grade ones also
became very familiar with the newly introduced reading app, RAZ Kids both in the classroom and at home
during remote learning. RAZ Kids provided our students with many ‘Just Right’ books and allowed teachers to
continue to assess during remote learning.
In Writing, Grade 1s have built on their MSL skills learning a range of new rules helping us to improve our
spelling of new words. We also learnt new skills such as dividing different types of words into syllables and
using contractions to combine words. Students also learnt and revised how to write a number of different
text types such as recounts, procedures, letters, narratives and information reports. Throughout this, we
practised sentence level writing skills such as using basic punctuation and including appropriate details in
sentences.
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In Maths, students developed confidence with numbers up to 100 working on counting, representing and
ordering. We also built confidence in skip counting by 2s, 5s and 10s from 0. We practiced addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division strategies throughout the year both in and out of the classroom.
During remote learning we were able to use objects around our homes to represent different fractions such
as halves and quarters. We were also able to identify different 2D and 3D shapes around our homes.
My numeracy was a huge part of our maths learning this year as it allowed students to practise skills at home
and in the classroom. It also allowed teachers to continue to assess students learning from home.
Finally, we just want to congratulate the students for all of their hard work this year. We hope you all have a
safe and happy holiday break and look forward to seeing you all next year in Grade 2!!
PLC 1
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Congratulations we have made it through the year of 2020. What a year it has been! Let’s celebrate all our
hard work and memories we have created.
Reading: Students this year have had a strong focus on their understanding of the text they are reading.
They have been thinking deeply about what’s in the text, making connections and inferring how the
characters are feeling. The teachers, are very proud of the growth students have made this year through their
ongoing efforts towards reading every night.
Writing: This year students have developed their writing skills, starting from sounds and letter knowledge
to writing complete sentences with correct punctuation. To finish of the year, students have been working
hard to try and persuade the audience of their opinion using their new learnt skills of word choice.
Numeracy: Students have learnt many new skills and have applied these when completing hands on
experiences, group activities and individual work. Their extended knowledge on counting, telling the time,
measurement and money will help them with real life experiences as the students get older.
Remote Learning: Teachers have enjoyed getting to know everyone in year 2 through class and individual
conferences, working together to create videos for our students and seeing the amazing work produced on
Google Classroom. Well done to all the students who took on this new challenge of learning from home!
Finally we wanted to congratulate the students on a fantastic year. We hope everyone has a safe and happy
holiday break and look forward to seeing what our big Grade 3 students can achieve next year.
PLC 2
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We can’t believe we are here in week 10, writing our final piece for the newsletter. With the festive season
upon us, the grade 3 team would like to thank each and every one of our incredible grade 3 students and their
families for all of their hard work and support during an unprecedented but memorable year. We honestly
could not have done it without you all, so thank you very much from all of the grade 3 teachers.
Here is a little recap of the year that was 2020…
This year was one like no other. In term one, our wonderful grade 3s settled into their new classes with their
new teachers. They made new friends, gained independence and became middle school leaders.
In term two, things started to change and we began the transition to online learning. During this time of
significant change, the eagerness, determination and positivity demonstrated by our grade 3 students was
astounding. A brief return to onsite learning in term two meant that our grade 3s needed to adapt to a ‘new
normal’ which they did so well.
In term three, learning was conducted remotely. Students participated in their individual and whole class
conferences with their teacher each week as well as completing their lessons online through Google Classroom.
During the term three holiday break, we received the long awaited news that we would be returning back to
school for onsite learning in term four.
With a gradual return, our grade 3s were back in their classrooms with their teachers by week 2. The return to
onsite learning meant adapting yet again to a ‘new normal’. Many of the previous routines had changed but our
grade 3s took this in their stride and embraced the changes yet again allowing for a smooth transition back to
onsite learning. Now here we are and we are about to say goodbye to our grade 3s and we couldn’t be more
proud of the resilience they have shown throughout 2020.
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Next Week:

Throughout the year the grade 3s have been reading ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone’ as a part of
their Reading unit. As the year is coming to an end, to celebrate all of our hard work we will be watching the
first movie in the series - Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone to notice how the relationship of the
characters from the book can be inferred through the positioning, facial expressions and body gestures of the
characters in the film. Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone is rated PG. If you do not wish for your child to
watch the PG rated film, please return the opt out note that was sent home this week or talk to your child’s
classroom teacher.

Award Winners – Congratulations to the following students on receiving Reading Awards and
Student of the Week Awards…
3A
Student of the Week: Roza
Reading Awards: Prabhnoor and Prisha 300 nights of reading. Tajkirat 175 nights of reading.
3B
Student of the Week: Nawal
Reading Award: Japji 300 nights of reading
3C
Student of the Week: Aarya, Simran
3D
Student of the Week: Josiah
Reading Awards: Pearl and Aaliya 150 nights
3E
Student of the Week: Heer
Finally, the grade 3 Team would like to extend their best wishes to all of our students, families and the wider
school community during this festive period.
Happy Holidays everyone!
PLC 3
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Thanks to all parents and guardians for making remote learning as successful as it was. Students picked
up some amazing organisational skills by making sure they were at conferences on time. There was a
consistent display of kindness especially when they were supporting each other by answering each
others’ questions on Google Classroom Stream.
Coming back to school, students showed resilience and quickly settled back into classroom routines by
following the structures of a school day, classroom rules and school values. Many students have made
amazing strides in the number of reading nights they have achieved and their efforts have been
celebrated during our Tuesday assemblies.
We also celebrated the fabulous Students of the Week who have demonstrated the school values,
especially Growth. A big congratulations to parents and students for all of your hard work and dedication
throughout this year .

Next year will be an important year for our students because they will be entering the senior school with
lots of opportunity for leadership. On Friday, students ran for House Captain and it was evident that the
recently acquired persuasive writing skills have helped them make amazing presentations. Good luck to
all students who ran for House Captain positions!
Reading:
We are reading serial texts with a focus on Analyzing and Critiquing. Students are engaged and enjoying
learning this deep level skill. Students will continue to analyze devices that the author is using to inform
the reader about the characters. They will also critique what the author writes and form opinions about
it. The students are bringing to bear the comprehension strategies they have learnt throughout the year
so that they can deepen their understanding of the characters. We are using some award-winning texts
like:
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Writing:
In Writing, the students will now have the opportunity to revise and publish the amazing pieces of writing
they have done. They will publish through print (mini-books, posters) and digitally (Book creator, Power
Point). The students will publish Persuasive and Informative texts, Poetry, and Narratives.
Maths:
The last two weeks involved applying the skills and knowledge they have gained in Maths. The students
tested their knowledge and understanding through investigations and problem solving - tasks that connect to
real life scenarios, such as designing a dream house, and recording scores as fractions. The students have
really enjoyed the critical and creative thinking involved in these tasks.
We wish you all have a safe and enjoyable Summer Break!
PLC 4
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Hello friends and family of 5/6,
Well! What a year we have had! Term 1 started as planned with students getting prepared for the year.
Once we were all settled in, the learning began. In Reading, we thought critically about narratives and
analysed the language features and structures used. In Writing, we created narratives and poetry. In Maths,
we looked at number properties and shapes. In History, we learnt about the establishment of the British
colonies in Australia after 1800s.
At the end of term 1, education underwent a dramatic change as the coronavirus took hold and everyday
learning became virtual. All of us (students, families and teachers) quickly upskilled to be ready to learn and
teach in the virtual classroom. We were so proud of our students’ achievements.
During term 2, in Reading, we focused on analysing persuasive features. We then applied this knowledge in
our writing to create persuasive texts and speeches. In Maths, we learned about data representation and
shape. Upon returning to school, we had a dance battle between the classes. Students choreographed their
own short dances to Run-DMC’s ‘It’s like that’ and then battled it out in the gym.
Term 3 saw us heading back to online learning. In Reading, students worked on individual reading goals. In
Writing, students published their work in various ways, including Google Docs, PowerPoint presentations,
audiobooks and videos. In Maths, we worked on multiplication and division skills, looked at calculating
length, perimeter and area, and finally ended with 24hr time and timetables. Our house captains had the
exciting opportunity to participate in a WebEx conference with gold-medal winning Olympian, Nova Peris.
Term 4 had us excited as we were back at school. In Reading, we learnt skills to gather and organise
information for research projects. In Writing, we focused on sentence structures to improve our writing. In
Maths, we practised our times tables and worked with fractions. In Geography, students learned about
bushfires.
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During term 4, the grade five students attended the MITTY program, whilst the grade six students attended
a Zoom meeting with grade seven students from Tarneit P-9. The term ended with grade five students
participating in speeches for the school and house captain positions. Congratulations to all of the applicants
for their fantastic speeches that were presented in front of the principal, grade 4 – 6 students, as well as
many other staff members. We look forward to your leadership in 2021!
As it is the end of the year, it means that it’s time for the grade six students to graduate from primary
school. We have been busy planning the graduation ceremony and are looking forward to sharing this
special night with our students and families. We wish all of our grade six students the best of luck as they
embark on this new adventure. Study hard, listen to your teachers and make lots of new friends, whilst you
strive towards your hopes and dreams.
As the term is coming to an end, the holidays are just about to begin. We wish all of our students and
families a safe and relaxing break, and look forward to seeing everyone’s smiling faces in 2021.
PLC 5/6

Best wishes and Season’s Greetings from the 5/6 team
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Hi Families,
This term it has been wonderful having all our students back in the classroom and teaching Physical Education
at school. As this is the last school newsletter of the year we would like to extend a massive thank you to all
of the parents who have contributed to keeping their child/children active, safe and healthy this year. A
highlight of the year has to be the success of the House Sports Carnival during term 3. Since being back on site
learning the students have amazed us with their enthusiasm for learning and resilience to the changing
circumstances. The end of 2020 has been an amazing time in the PE classroom and we can’t wait to get
started in 2021, have an active, safe and healthy summer and we will see you all in the new year. Below is a
document for you to print or copy for some challenges for you to with your child over the summer and some
of our favourite photos from the year.
Stay safe and active everyone.
Mr Marley, Mr. Tom and Mr. Wilson.
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Happy end of year!
We can’t believe this whole term and this crazy year have flown by so quickly. We’ve been inspired and
amazed by all the creative and thoughtful artists we’ve had the pleasure of teaching, and learning from.
In the last two weeks of school students are reflecting on themselves as artists and sharing their art with
their peers focusing on their processes, their thinking, how they used the knowledge they have learned
throughout the semester and how their observers might feel whilst gazing on their pieces. We’ve also had
a bit of fun completing guided drawing with Artforkidshub on YouTube. If you’re looking for a way to stay
entertained these holidays, Artforkidshub have heaps of guided drawing videos you can watch and
complete.
Artists, we wish you a beautiful, restful and enjoyable holiday season and can’t wait to see your smiling
faces again next year.
Ms. Popczyk and Miss R
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The STEM team would like to all say a big THANK YOU to all our children and families for
all your amazing effort and hard work during both remote and onsite learning. What an
eventful year 2020 has been for all of us.
A highlight for the prep students this year was attending the frog incursion. Students
learnt about the process of frogs growing from a tiny egg into a fully grown frog, this is
called known as the frog cycle.
Children learnt about algorithms where they followed steps and sequences to complete
the following activities.

In grade one, students are also learning about algorithms. They are presenting a sequence of
instructions on “How to Make a friend at TRPS”. Students are creating a series of slides on an
app called Book Creator. They are using text and images to support this. A highlight for the
grade one students this year has been making shelters by using sticks and bamboo.
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In grade two students are exploring how people safely use common information systems to meet
information, communication and recreation needs. They learnt the importance cyber safety and
security measures and are able to explain the importance of not giving out personal information.
They can identify the risks of talking to strangers, and know how to seek help if they are to encounter
cyberbullying.
A highlight for grade two students this year was planting carrot and wheat seeds by following an
algorithm to make sure they get all the correct steps at one at a time.

In grade three students are using different algorithms to create a step by step sequence into an app on the
iPad, called Book Creator. They have been adding photos from the internet to support the algorithm.
A highlight for grade three students this year has been using the Book Creator app to create their very own
algorithms.
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In grade four, students have been working very hard to use their knowledge of backstitch and whipstitch on
their pin cushions by using fabric, needle and thread. Students are also learning about the suitability of
materials, tools and equipment for a range of purposes.

In grade five and six, students are programming a mini Sphero robot by using an app on the iPad, the app
follows the algorithms that student create. They have also designed an obstacle course for the mini Sphero
within their groups. T
Highlights for grade five and six students this year has been making jelly with cut up fruits where they
practised personal hygiene in the kitchen and got to eat the final product.

We wish everyone a very Happy Christmas and A Happy New Year. Enjoy the holidays and a well-deserved
break!
STEM team
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Wow! We have reached the end of the year! There has been incredible growth achieved by all students in
Performing Arts this year. I am so proud of everyone who has come to school each day, trying their best and
always remembering to follow the school values while doing so. Every Tarneit Rise student is an amazing
performer and I have seen this through Google Classroom videos and in our Performing Arts classroom at
school! Well done for being brave and accepting the challenge of performing in front of a camera and an
audience!

Prep students have been doing amazing acting in drama this term! We have been applying our acting skills when
dancing to trying to express the feeling behind the dance while we move in time with the music.
Grade 1 & 2 students have practised looking at a story template for cues during a performance.. This is similar to
how actors use a script as it helps them remember what they need to say when it is their character’s turn to
have dialogue.
Grade 3, 4, 5 & 6 students have been working in small groups to practise their collaboration skills. Utilising their
creativity and critical thinking, students have been using a prompt to plan an entire short performance by
creating a plan and a script with their group before performing! This takes a lot of patience and co-operation
with classmates so that everyone can share their ideas and take some ownership of the script creation and
final performance. They have been doing excellent work.

Enjoy the holidays and wishing all a Happy New Year! See you in 2021!!!
Miss Andrew
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Happy Holidays from Wellbeing

It has been a tough year for most of us. We just want you to look after
yourselves and your families. We have included some information from
Headspace about how to best support your young people.

Have a safe and happy break!
Jess (Speech Pathologist) & Sue (Wellbeing Counsellor)
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With holidays just around the corner, we thought it would be a good time to share some online tips from
the e-safety
commissioner with you.
Screen Time
This fact sheet has seven handy tips to support children to have the right amount of screen time - https://
www.esafety.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-06/EC-ESP-screen-time-tips-flyer_0.pdf

Banter vs Bullying
This explains the difference between playful banter and bullying, and how simple jokes in banter can accidentally lead to bullying. This page also provides step for what to do.
https://www.esafety.gov.au/young-people/banter-vs-bullying

Taming Technology
here is some information about parental controls on different devices that you can use to keep devices safe
and appropriate for children- https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/skills-advice/taming-technology
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This week, as part of our active travel program we held a Walking School Bus and Ride2School day.
Our Walking School Bus walked from Vesper Park to Tarneit Rise and it was great to see so many students and teachers taking part in active travel. Walking School Buses and active travel can assist children to get to school safely and on time, get regular physical activity and exercise, gain a sense of independence, have a chance to build friendships, have fun getting to school and reduces the traffic
during drop off and pick up times around our school. Next year we are planning to run a regular Walking School Bus at Tarneit Rise to continue to promote active travel and healthy alternatives to getting
to school.
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